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No

1.

2.

Course
Code

AII2006

AII3005

Topic

CHINESE CULTURE AND
SOCIETY IN SOUTHEST ASIA

HISTORY OF CHINESE
PHILOSOPHY

Prerequisite

Credit

3

3

Courses Offered
Please tick () where applicable
Special
Semester I Semester II
Semester

Course Description

This course is an introduction to the historical and
cultural experiences of ethnic Chinese in Southeast
Asia as well as their involvement in the contemporary
Southeast Asian societies. It begins with the early
migration patterns, the settlement and evolution of
Chinese communities before the formation of new
independent nations. The second part of the course
focuses on the role of Chinese in politics and
economy of respective countries. In doing so, it
explores the varying responses and participation
models of Chinese in Southeast Asia, and how the
local context shape their identities and culture. In
addition, this course looks into the impact of
globalization on the Southeast Asia Chinese.

/

This course introduces the main streams of Chinese
philosophy and the concepts that are categorised by
these streams, as well as the conducting
comparative studies between streams. This course
will also cover the discussions on main concepts in
regards to metaphysic, epistemology, human nature
and most importantly the doctrine of ethics in
Chinese philosophy.

/

Other
Description

20

20



3.

AII3007

3

/

This course will share information and knowledge

20

No

Course
Code

Topic

Prerequisite

Credit

Courses Offered
Please tick () where applicable
Special
Semester I Semester II
Semester

Course Description

Other
Description

about Chinese history covering Sui Dynasty (581618),
Tang
Dynasty
(618-906),
Five
Periods(Dynasties) and Ten States (907-979),
Northern Song Dynasty (960-1127), The Great Liao
Dynasty (916-1125), The Great West Xia Dynasty
(1038-1127), The Great Jin Dynasty (1115-1234),
The Early Era of the Great Mongol (1206) and
Southern Song Dynasty (1127-1279).The course
will examine and discuss many historical changes
and events happened in these Chinese imperial
and feudal dynasties, particularly will focus on the
development of political institutions, social and
economic development, intellectual progress and
the establishment of imperial and feudal system
under studies and some important issues
concerning about Chinese history and civilization in
these particular dynasties.

4.

AII3016

3

/

This course examines the political participation of
Malaysian Chinese since the Second World War. It
examines the characteristics of Chinese politics at
different political stages shaped by national and
international politics. The Chinese political parties
and NGOs which are the driving force of Chinese
political development will be the focus of discussion.
Cultural politics of Chinese education, language and
performing arts will also be explored.
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